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1 Semi-Supervised Clustering With Constraints
2 of Different Types From Multiple
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5 Abstract—Semi-supervised clustering is one of important research topics in cluster analysis, which uses pre-given knowledge as

6 constraints to improve the clustering performance. While clustering a data set, people often get prior constraints from different

7 information sources, which may have different representations and contents, to guide clustering process. However, most of existing

8 semi-supervised clustering algorithms are based on single-source constraints and rarely consider to integrate multi-source constraints

9 to enhance the clustering quality. To solve the problem, we analyze the relations among different types of constraints and propose an

10 uniform representation for them. Based it, we propose a new semi-supervised clustering algorithm to find out a clustering that has good

11 cluster structure and high consensus of all the sources of constraints. In the algorithm, we construct an optimization objective model

12 and its solution method to achieve the aim. This algorithm can integrate multi-source constraints well to reduce the effect of incorrect

13 constraints from single sources and find out a high-quality clustering. By the experimental studies on several benchmark data sets, we

14 illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, compared to other semi-supervised clustering algorithms.

15 Index Terms—Cluster analysis, semi-supervised clustering, multi-source constraints, consensus of constraints

Ç

16 1 INTRODUCTION

17 CLUSTERING is an important problem in statistical multi-
18 variate analysis, data mining and machine learning [1].
19 The goal of clustering is to group a set of objects into clus-
20 ters so that the objects in the same cluster are highly similar
21 but remarkably dissimilar with objects in other clusters [2].
22 To tackle this problem, various types of clustering algo-
23 rithms have been developed in the literature (e.g., [3] and
24 references therein), including partitional, hierarchical, den-
25 sity-based and grid-based clustering and so on.
26 Since clustering is no need for class labels of data sets, it is
27 also called “unsupervised learning”. However, everything has
28 two sides. Due to the lack of class labels, the clustering results
29 may be different from users’ expectation. To solve the prob-
30 lem, a number of semi-supervised clustering approaches have
31 been proposed in the literature [4], [5], which are able to make
32 use of prior knowledge, such as pairwise information (Must-
33 Link and Cannot-Link constraints) or label information (Posi-
34 tive-Label andNegative-Label constraints), to guide the search
35 process.Wagstaff et al. [6] early put forward the concept of con-
36 strained clustering which incorporates pairwise information
37 into a traditional clustering algorithm. They proposed a
38 k-means [7] algorithm with pairwise constraints, called COP-
39 k-means [8], which attempts to satisfy all the constraints and
40 assign each object to its nearest cluster. Several improved

41COP-k-means algorithms have been proposed in [9], [10].
42Besides, many classical clustering algorithms have been
43extended to cluster data sets with pairwise constraints, such as
44semi-supervised mean-shift clustering [11], semi-supervised
45maximum margin clustering [12], semi-supervised gaussian
46mixture model [13], constrained spectral clustering [14], [15],
47[16], semi-supervised generative model [17], semi-supervised
48active clustering [18], [19]. For label information, some scholars
49[20] in early stage used them to find better initialization of clus-
50ter centers and employed the standard k-means to finish the
51clustering task. Liu et al. viewed the Positive-Label information
52as the constraints and proposed a k-means clustering with
53label constraints [21]. Wu et al. proposed the nonnegative
54matrix factorization (NMF) [22] clustering algorithm with the
55Positive-Label constraints [23]. Zhou et al. proposed a semi-
56supervised label propagation algorithmwhich can be seen as a
57spectral clustering [24], [25] with Positive-Label constraints
58[26]. Zoidi et al. further extended the algorithm and proposed
59a label propagation algorithmwith Negative-Label constraints
60[27]. Besides, many scholars [28], [29], [30], [31], [32] explored
61distance metric learning in semi-supervised clustering which
62employs the constraints to learn a best distancemetric for clus-
63tering. Currently, semi-supervised clustering has been widely
64applied in different areas, such as image processing [33], [34],
65natural language processing [35], bioinformatics [36] and
66social networks [37].
67Most of existing semi-supervised clustering algorithms
68have an important limitation: They mainly deal with single-
69source constraints and rarely consider to integratemulti-source
70constraints to improve the effectiveness of the clustering result.
71The performance of a clustering algorithm with single-source
72constraints depends on the quality of constraints. It is very
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of73 easily affected by noisy or incorrect constraints. In real-world

74 applications, we may get multi-source constraints on a data
75 set. For example, there are a data set with three clusters and
76 constraints from four experts (See Fig. 1). These experts have
77 different prior information on clustering the data set. We can
78 see that multi-source constraints can provide sufficient infor-
79 mation about the cluster structure of the data set and reduce
80 the effect of incorrect information, compared to single-source
81 constraints. However, the constraints from different sources
82 may have different types, which can be seen in Fig. 1. Cur-
83 rently, the representatives of constraint types include pairwise
84 constraints (Must-Link and Cannot-Link) and label constraints
85 (Positive-Label and Negative-Label) which are widely used in
86 semi-supervised clustering. Besides, the constraints from dif-
87 ferent sources may conflict with each other (e.g., the relation
88 between objects B and D in Fig. 1). Therefore, the multi-source
89 constraints bring the opportunity as well as a great challenge
90 to a semi-supervised clustering task. In order to integrate
91 multi-source constraints well to guide the clustering process,
92 we will discuss two important issues: (1) how do we construct
93 an uniform representation to save different types of constraints? and
94 (2) how do we integrate multi-source constraints to guide clustering
95 process? The main contributions of this paper are highlighted
96 as follows.

97 � For different types of constraints, we analyze their
98 relations and propose an uniform representation for
99 them, which converts each of them into a pairwise

100 relation matrix.
101 � Wepropose an optimizationmodel for semi-supervised
102 clustering with multi-source constraints to find out a
103 clustering with good cluster structure and high consen-
104 sus of all the sources of constraints.
105 � The proposed algorithm can be used for not only
106 multi-source constraints but also single-source con-
107 straints. Compared to existing semi-supervised clus-
108 tering algorithms, the proposed algorithm is highly
109 adaptable for different types of constraints.
110 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
111 Section 2 proposes an uniform representation for different
112 types of constraints. Section 3 presents a semi-supervised
113 clustering algorithm with multi-source constraints. Section 4
114 evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithm using
115 several benchmark data sets. Section 5 concludes the paper
116 with some remarks.

117 2 AN UNIFORM REPRESENTATION FOR DIFFERENT

118 TYPES OF CONSTRAINTS

119 Let X be a n� d data matrix, where xi is the ith row of X
120 which represents the ith object with d features, and k be the

121number of clusters. Pairwise constraints and label con-
122straints are introduced as follows.
123(1) Pairwise constraints reflect the relations between
124objects on X, which include Must-Link and Cannot-Link
125constraints. For objects xi and xj, if they are thought to
126belong to the same cluster, their pairwise relation is seen as
127a Must-Link constraint. If they are thought to belong to dif-
128ferent clusters, their pairwise relation is seen as a Cannot-
129Link constraint. The pairwise constraints can be formally
130described as follows. M ¼ f< xi;xj > : xi 2 cl;xj 2 ch; l ¼
131hg is a set of Must-Link constraints and C ¼ f< xi;xj > :
132xi 2 cl;xj 2 ch; l 6¼ hg is a set of Cannot-Link constraints,
133where cl is the lth desired cluster, for 1 � l � k. A set of
134pairwise constraints is used to being represented by a n� n
135relation matrix A. If < xi;xj >2 M, AðijÞ is set to a positive
136value. If < xi;xj >2 C, AðijÞ is set to a negative value. In
137other cases, AðijÞ is set to 0.
138(2) Label constraints reflect the relations between objects
139and “true” classes, which include Positive-Label and Nega-
140tive-Label constraints. Let yl be the lth class, for 1 � l � k. It
141is assumed that the number of “true” classes is equal to the
142number of desired clusters. However, it is worth noting that
143the “true” classes maybe not consistent with the desired
144clusters, i.e., yl is not necessarily equal to cl, for 1 � l � k.
145For object xi and class yl, if xi is thought to belong to yl,
146their relation is seen as a Positive-Label constraint. If xi is
147thought to not belong to yl, their relation is seen as a Nega-
148tive-Label constraint. The label constraints can be formally
149described as follows. Let P ¼ f< xi;yl > : xi 2 ylg be a set
150of Positive-Label constraints and N ¼ f< xi;yl > : xi =2 ylg
151be a set of Negative-Label constraints. A set of label con-
152straints is used to being represented by a n� k membership
153matrix Q. If < xi;yl >2 P , QðilÞ is set to a positive value. If
154< xi;yl >2 N , QðilÞ is set to a negative value. In other
155cases, QðilÞ is set to 0.
156According to the above introductions, we observe that
157the representation of pairwise constraints is different
158from label constraints. In order to integrate them, we
159need to convert them into an uniform representation. We
160found that converting label constraints into a n� n pair-
161wise matrix is very easier than converting pairwise con-
162straints into a n� k membership matrix. Thus, we define
163a n� n pairwise matrix to represent and save the two
164types of constraints, which is formalized as follows. Let
165G ¼ ½GðijÞ� is a n� n pairwise matrix, where GðijÞ is a
166prior relation between xi and xj. GðijÞ ¼ 0 means no prior
167relation between them.
168According to the definition of pairwise constraints, we
169can see that pairwise constraints can be directly saved into
170G, i.e., G ¼ A. Given a set of Must-Link constraints M and a
171set of Cannot-Link constraints C, the pairwise matrix G can
172be defined as

GðijÞ ¼
�þ; < xi;xj >2 M;
��; < xi;xj >2 C;
0; otherwise;

8<
: (1)

174174

175where �þð� 0Þ is a reward factor and ��ð� 0Þ is a penalty
176factor. They are used to stimulate a clustering algorithm to
177comply with the pairwise constraints.

Fig. 1. Example of a data set with 3 clusters and constraints from4 experts.
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178 For label constraints, we need to convert the membership
179 matrix Q into a pairwise matrix G. In order to effectively
180 solve this problem, we do two important works as follows.
181 (1) Designing conversion rules. For objects xi;xj 2 X, we
182 define the following conversion rules: (a) If they have the
183 same positive labels, there should be a Must-Link constraint
184 between them, i.e., GðijÞ ¼ �þ; (b) If they have different posi-
185 tive labels, there should be a Cannot-Link constraint
186 between them, i.e., GðijÞ ¼ ��; (c) If the positive label of xi is
187 the same as negative label of xj, there should also be a Can-
188 not-Link constraint between them, i.e., GðijÞ ¼ ��; (d) If they
189 have the same k� 1 negative labels, there should be a Must-
190 Link constraint between them, i.e., GðijÞ ¼ �þ; (e) If both
191 they have k� 1 negative labels and the number of their
192 common negative labels is less than k� 1, there should be a
193 Cannot-Link constraint between them, i.e., GðijÞ ¼ ��; (f) In
194 other cases, GðijÞ ¼ 0.
195 According to these rules, we can see that there is no
196 information loss in the process of converting Positive-Label
197 constraints. However, if we use only the negative labels, we
198 do not easily determine the pairwise constraints between
199 objects, unless they all have k� 1 negative labels. For exam-
200 ple, if there are two Negative-Label constraints < xi;yl > ,
201 < xj;yl >2 N , we only can know that both xi and xj do
202 not belong to Class yl. However, we can not determine
203 whether or not they should belong to the same cluster. While
204 implementing semi-supervised clustering, no constraint is
205 often better than “uncertain” constraints. Therefore, although
206 we lose some information in the process of converting Nega-
207 tive-Label constraints, setting GðijÞ ¼ 0 in the uncertain cases
208 can reduce the effect of the uncertainty ofNegative-Label con-
209 straints on the semi-supervised clustering.
210 (2) Sufficiently exploiting label constraints. It is worth noting
211 that a Positive-Label constraint < xi;yl >2 P is a strong
212 constraint. It contains not only a Positive-Label constraint
213 but also k� 1 Negative-Label constraints, i.e., f< xi;yh >
214 : h 6¼ lg. We should add these Negative-Label constraints to
215 N . A Negative-Label constraint < xi;yh >2 N is a weak
216 constraint. Object xi is thought to belong to yl, only if there
217 are k� 1 Negative-Label constraints between xi and yh

218 (h 6¼ l). Therefore, if jf< xi;yh >2 N; ; h 6¼ lgj ¼ k� 1,
219 < xi;yl > should be added to P . In order to sufficiently
220 consider the supervised information of the label constraints
221 in the process of converting them, we define a Positive-
222 Label constraint set Pþ and a Negative-Label constraint set
223 Nþ, instead of P and N , as follows. Pþ ¼ P [ f< xi;yl >
224 j8h 6¼ l; < xi;yh >2 Ng and Nþ ¼ N [ f< xi;yh 6¼l > j <
225 xi;yl >2 Pg:
226 Given a set of Positive-Label constraints Pþ and a set of
227 Negative-Label constraints Nþ, the pairwise matrix G can
228 be defined as

GðijÞ ¼
�þ;

9l < xi;yl > ; < xj;yl >2 Pþ or
jfylj < xi;yl > ; < xj;yl >2 Nþgj ¼ k� 1;

��;
9l6¼h < xi;yl > ; < xj;yh >2 Pþ or
9l < xi;yl >2 Pþ; < xj;yl >2 Nþ;

0; otherwise:

8>>><
>>>:

(2)230230

231

232 Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), an uniform representation
233 method for pairwise and label constraints is provided. The

234advantages of the proposed uniform representation are
235shown as follows.
236(1) It can compare different types of constraints in an uniform
237pairwise space and reduce the uncertainty of Negative-Label con-
238straints. According to the proposed method, we can see that
239different types of constraints contain different quantities of
240supervision information. Among them, Positive-Label con-
241straint is the strongest type of constraints. For example, p
242Positive-Label constraints can be converted into p2 pairwise
243constraints. Negative-Label constraint is the most uncertain
244type of constraints. At worst, we can not get any pairwise
245constraints from the given Negative-Label constraints.
246(2) It can solve the misalignment between classes from different
247sources. For example, there are two sets of label constraints
248from Expert 1 and 2, respectively. We assume Q1 and Q2 are
249the membership matrices of the constraints from Expert 1
250and 2, respectively. G1 and G2 are the converted pairwise
251matrices of Q1 and Q2, respectively. Here, class yl perceived
252by Expert 1 does not necessarily correspond to class yl per-
253ceived by Expert 2, for 1 � l � k. If we use the difference
254between their membership matrices, e.g., jjQ1 �Q2jj2F to
255evaluate the consensus between their label constraints, the
256misalignment problem is ignored, which may affect the
257evaluating result. Using their pairwise relation matrices,
258e.g., jjG1 �G2jj2F , instead of jjQ1 �Q2jj2F , can effectively
259solve the misalignment.

2603 OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR CLUSTERING WITH

261MULTI-SOURCE CONSTRAINTS

262While clustering a data set with constraints fromm different
263sources, we can save each source of constraints into a n� n
264pairwise matrix, according to the proposed representation
265method. Let G ¼ fGtgmt¼1 be a set of constraints fromm sour-
266ces, where Gt ¼ ½GtðijÞ� is a n� n matrix which is used to
267save constraints from the tth source. Given a data set X and
268multi-source constraints G, our clustering goal is to find out
269a clustering which has good cluster structure and high con-
270sensus of all the sources of constraints. Let U ¼ ½UðilÞ� be a
271n� k membership matrix of X, where UðilÞ 2 f0; 1g is the
272membership degree of object xi to the lth cluster. We use U
273to save the final clustering result. In order to achieve the
274clustering goal, the optimization problem of a semi-super-
275vised clustering is defined as follows.

min QðUÞ ¼ F ðUÞ þ aEðUÞ; (3)
277277

278where

F ðUÞ ¼ X� UZk k2F ; (4)
280280

281and

EðUÞ ¼ 1

2

Xm
t¼1

Gt � ÛÛT
�� ��2

F
; (5)

283283

284where Z is a k� d center matrix, Û ¼ UD�1=2 is the normal-
285ized matrix of U , D ¼ ½Dl� is a k� k diagonal matrix with
286Dl ¼

Pn
i¼1 UðilÞ, and að� 0Þ is a non-negative parameter

287used to balance the importance of F and E. According to
288the definition, we can see that the objective function (3) is
289made up of two terms. Next, we illustrate the roles of the
290terms in the clustering process.

BAI ET AL.: SEMI-SUPERVISED CLUSTERING WITH CONSTRAINTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES FROM MULTIPLE INFORMATION... 3
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291 The first term F is a validity function that is used to eval-
292 uate the internal quality (the within-cluster or between-
293 cluster similarity) of a clustering. For the function F , we
294 could use the objective functions of existing clustering algo-
295 rithms, such as k-means [7], [38], spectral clustering [24],
296 [25] and NMF [22] clustering, to define it. In this paper, the
297 function F is defined based on the objective function of
298 k-means. The less the function F value is, the more similar
299 the objects within the same clusters are. Furthermore, we
300 can obtain the following equation [39]

min X� UZk k2F¼ minTrðKÞ � TrðÛTKÛÞ; (6)
302302

303 where K ¼ ½KðijÞ� is a n� n dot product matrix and KðijÞ is
304 the dot product between xi and xj. Since TrðKÞ is a con-
305 stant, the minimization problem of the function F becomes

max
Û

TrðÛTKÛÞ; s.t. ÛT Û ¼ Ik; (7)

307307

308 where Ik is a k� k identity matrix. This is the standard trace
309 minimization problem. It is solved by the matrix Û which
310 contains the first k eigenvectors ofK as rows.K can be com-
311 puted by a kernel function. In this case, the function F
312 becomes the objective function of kernel k-means [38]. If we
313 replace K with the normalized kernel matrix K̂ ¼ L�1=2

314 KL�1=2, where L ¼ ½�j� is a n� n diagonal matrix with
315 �j ¼

Pn
i¼1 KðijÞ, the function F is equivalent to the normal-

316 ized spectral clustering algorithm, which had been proved in
317 [40]. In this paper, we select Gaussian kernel functionwhich is
318 one of widely-used kernel functions in cluster analysis, such
319 as kernel k-means, spectral clustering, and mean-shift algo-
320 rithms, to compute the dot product matrix. Compared to
321 directly compute them in the original feature space, the kernel
322 function can map the data set into a high-dimensional space,
323 where objects are easily linearly separable.
324 The second term E is a consensus function that is used to
325 evaluate the differences between a clustering and all the
326 sources of constraints. Since the constraints from each
327 source is saved into a n� n relation matrix, we use ÛÛT ,
328 instead of U , to represent the pairwise relation of the clus-
329 tering result U . We use Frobenius norm to measure the dif-
330 ference between constraints Gt and ÛÛT . We wish that the
331 clustering result is close to each source of constraints. We
332 try to minimize E to get the most consensus of all the sour-
333 ces of constraints. Furthermore, we can get the following
334 equation

Gt � ÛÛT
�� ��2

F
¼ TrððGt � ÛÛT ÞT ðGt � ÛÛT ÞÞ
¼ TrðGT

t GtÞ þ TrðInÞ � 2TrðÛTGtÛÞ:
(8)

336336

337 Since TrðGT
t GtÞ þ TrðInÞ is a constant, the minimization

338 problem of the function E becomes

max
Û

Tr ÛT
Xm
t¼1

Gt

 !
Û

 !
; s.t. ÛT Û ¼ Ik: (9)

340340

341 This is also the standard trace minimization problem. It is
342 solved by the matrix Û which contains the first k eigenvec-
343 tors of

Pm
t¼1 Gt as rows.

344 In this paper, we use the eigenvalue decomposition
345 (EVD) to solve the optimization problem QðUÞ. Based on

346Eqs. (7) and (9), we can see that minimizing QðUÞ is
347equivalent to

max
Û

Tr ÛT K þ a
Xm
t¼1

Gt

 !
Û

 !
; s.t. ÛT Û ¼ Ik: (10)

349349

350Thus, the optimization problem can be converted into an
351eigenvalue decomposition problem. Let F ¼ K þ a

Pm
t¼1 Gt.

352Û can be obtained by taking the top k eigenvectors of F. The
353lowest computational complexity of Û is Oðn2kÞ. However,
354the worst computational complexity is Oðn3Þ. Furthermore,
355we treat each row of Û as a vertex in Rk and cluster these
356vertices to get U via the ward-linkage algorithm [41] which
357is a widely-used hierarchical clustering algorithm.

358Algorithm 1. SC-MPI

359Input:K, G, k, a
360Output: U
361ComputeK þ a

Pm
t¼1 Gt and get its top k eigenvectors;

362Construct the matrix Û 2 Rn�k from the eigenvectors;
363Cluster Û to get U via the ward-linkage algorithm;

364The proposed algorithm is formalized in Algorithm 1,
365called SC-MPI. Its time complexity is Oðn2 þ n2kþ n2 log
366nþPm

t¼1 p
2
t Þ, where Oðn2Þ, n2k, n2 logn and OðPm

t¼1 p
2
t Þ are

367the time costs of getting the dot producematrixK, fast obtain-
368ing the top k eigenvectors, implementing the ward-linkage
369algorithm, and convertingm sources of constraints into pair-
370wise matrices G, respectively. Here, pt is the number of con-
371straints in the tth source. Its space complexity is Oðnd þ
372n2 þPm

t¼1 p
2
t Þ, where OðndÞ, Oðn2Þ and OðPm

t¼1 p
2
t Þ are the

373space costs of saving the data set X, the dot product matrixK
374and the converted pairwisematricesG, respectively.
375Before implementing the proposed algorithm, we need to
376set the parameters a, �þ and �� which affect its perfor-
377mance. The parameter a is used to balance the importance
378of the terms F and E. We assume that the a value is in
379the interval ½0;þ1Þ. If a ¼ 0, the constraints does not work
380in the clustering process. However, if the a value is very
381large, the constraints may break the cluster structure on
382the data set. In this paper, we suggest to setting a ¼ 1which
383means the first term F is the same important as the
384second term E.
385The parameters �þ and �� are used to control the role of
386the constraints. If �þ and �� are equal to 0, the proposed
387algorithm becomes an unsupervised clustering algorithm. If
388�þ is very large or �� is very small, the connectivity of the
389similarity graph of objects on a data set may be broken. This
390may lead that the cluster structure in the similarity graph is
391not easily found. For example, there are three objects x1, x2

392and x3, and a Must-Link constraint between x1 and x2. We
393assume x3 is the nearest neighbor of x1. Based on the
394assumption, we know the similarity between x1 and x3

395should be higher than that between x1 and x2. After adding
396the constraint to the clustering process, the similarity graph
397is changed. If �þ is set to a very big value, the similarity
398between x1 and x3 may be far lower than that between x1

399and x2. In this case, the margin between x1 and x3 may
400be mistaken as the margin between clusters by the cluster-
401ing algorithm. This may affect the clustering result.

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
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402 Furthermore, we take another example, where there are
403 three objects x4, x5 and x6 and a Cannot-Link constraint
404 between x4 and x5. We assume that the similarity between
405 x4 and x5 is higher than that between x4 and x6. After adding
406 the constraint to the clustering process, the similarity graph
407 is also changed. If �� is set to a very small value, the similar-
408 ity between x4 and x5 may be far higher than that between x4

409 and x6. This may lead that the possibility that x4 and x5 are
410 partitioned into the same cluster overly increases.
411 Therefore, in this paper, we set different �þ and �� for
412 each pair of objects. For objects xi and xj, KðijÞ reflects their
413 similarity in a kernel-based feature space. maxðKÞ is the
414 maximum similarity between all the objects. minðKÞ is the
415 minimum similarity between all the objects. We wish that
416 the changed values of the similarity between xi and xj

417 brought by �þ and �� are no more than maxðKÞ �KðijÞ and
418 KðijÞ �minðKÞ, respectively. Besides, in this paper, we con-
419 sider constraints from multiple information sources. Thus,
420 for xi and xj, we use the average changed values to set �þ
421 and ��. Therefore, we define �þ ¼ 1

gðijÞ
maxðKÞ �KðijÞ
� �

and
422 �� ¼ 1

gðijÞ
minðKÞ �KðijÞ
� �

; where gðijÞ is the number of the

423 constraints between xi and xj fromm sources.

424 4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

425 In this section, we conduct the experiments on 12 bench-
426 mark data sets from [42] and [43] to compare the proposed
427 algorithm with eight state-of-the-art semi-supervised clus-
428 tering algorithms. These data sets include different types,
429 such as face image data (Yale and ORL), banknote image
430 data (Banknote), spoken letter recognition data (Isolet), sat-
431 ellite image data (Statlog), handwritten digit data (COIL,
432 OpticalDigits, PenDigits, USPS and MNIST) and handwrit-
433 ten letter data (Letters). Table 1 shows the details of the
434 tested data sets. We employ the external indices ARI [44]
435 and NMI [45] to evaluate the clustering accuracy. All the
436 experiments are carried out in Matlab 2016b on a PC with
437 an Intel i7-4710MQ CPU@2.5 Hz and 16 GB of RAM.
438 In the experiment, we first compare the proposed algo-
439 rithm with other semi-supervised clustering algorithms,
440 given single-source constraints. The experiment is made up
441 of three parts as follows.
442 Part 1: Given a set of pairwise constraints (Must-Link and
443 Cannot-Link),wepresent theperformance of theproposed algo-
444 rithm, compared to existing pairwise-constrained clustering

445algorithms including COP [6], CVQE [9] and CPLP [15]. In
446this comparison, we set the size of the pairwise constraints,
447according to the number of objects n on each data set. On a
448data set, we set the number of pairwise constraints, where
449the number of Must-Link is equal to that of Cannot-Link,
450to 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 percent of n, respectively. Accord-
451ing to each size, we randomly select the pairwise con-
452straints on each data set.
453Part 2: Given a set of Positive-Label constraints, we pres-
454ent the performance of the proposed algorithm, compared
455to existing positive-label-constrained clustering algorithms
456including LP [26], NLP [46], CNMF [23] and PLCC [21]. In
457this comparison, we set the size of the positive labels,
458according to the number of objects n on each data set. On a
459data set, we set the number of positive labels to 10, 20, 30, 40
460and 50 percent of n, respectively. According to each size, we
461randomly select the positive labels on each data set.
462Part 3: Given a set of Positive-Label and Negative-Label
463constraints, we present the performance of the proposed
464algorithm, compared to the label-constrained clustering
465algorithm PNLP [27]. In this comparison, we set the size of
466the labels, according to the number of objects n on each data
467set. On a data set, we set the number of labels, where the
468number of positive labels is equal to that of negative labels,
469to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 percent of n, respectively. According
470to each size, we randomly select the label constraints on
471each data set.
472In the comparisons, for each algorithm, we set the num-
473ber of clusters k is equal to its true number of classes on
474each of the given data sets. Furthermore, we select Gaussian
475kernel function, which is one of widely-used kernel func-
476tions in cluster analysis, to compute the dot product matrix.
477The kernel parameter is set to the variance of a data set.
478Besides, the compared algorithms need to set the parame-
479ters which are similar to a to regulate the role of the con-
480straints in clustering a data set. In the experiment, for each
481of the compared algorithms, we assume the importance of
482constraints is equal to that of clustering validity. Thus, we
483set a ¼ 1 for the proposed algorithm. Besides, for the COP,
484CVQE, CNMF and PLCC algorithms, their clustering effec-
485tiveness depends on the selection of initial points. Thus, we
486run each of them 50 times and select the highest NMI and
487ARI values for them in the comparisons.
488Fig. 2 shows the comparison of COP, CVQE, CPLP and the
489proposed algorithm with different sizes of pairwise con-
490straints on the tested data sets. According to the these figures,
491we can see that the proposed algorithm outperforms other
492algorithms on these data sets. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of
493LP, NLP, CNMF, PLCC and the proposed algorithmwith dif-
494ferent sizes of positive labels on the tested data sets. Accord-
495ing to the these figures, we can see that the performances of
496LP, NLP and the proposed algorithm are superior to CNMF
497and PLCC. We also can see that the clustering accuracies of
498the proposed algorithm are very close to LP andNLP onmost
499of the data sets. On somedata sets, the performance of the pro-
500posed algorithm is slightly better than LP and NLP. Fig. 4
501shows the comparison of PNLP and the proposed algorithm
502with different sizes of positive and negative labels on the
503tested data sets. We can observe that the proposed algorithm
504is obviously better than PNLP.According to the above figures,
505we can see that the proposed algorithm has very good

TABLE 1
Description of Data Sets

Data Sets #Ojbects #Features #Classes

Yale [43] 165 1,024 15
ORL [43] 400 1,024 40
Banknote [42] 1,372 4 2
COIL20 [43] 1,440 1,024 20
Isolet [43] 1,560 617 26
OpticalDigits [42] 5,620 64 10
Statlog [42] 6,435 36 6
COIL100 [43] 7,200 1,024 100
MNIST [43] 10,000 784 10
PenDigits [43] 10,992 16 10
USPS [43] 11,000 256 10
Letters [42] 20,000 16 26
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506 performance on clustering most of the data sets, compared to
507 other algorithms. Besides, the proposed algorithm can deal
508 with different types of constraints and provide good

509clustering results in the situation of single-source constraints.
510Here, we need to discuss why the proposed algorithm with
511single-source constraints has very good performance,

Fig. 2. Comparisons of different algorithms with pairwise constraints.
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512 compared to other algorithms. There are three main reasons:
513 (a) While dealing with pairwise constraints, the proposed
514 algorithm can obtain an approximately and globally optimal

515solution by the eigenvalue decomposition method. However,
516the compared algorithms with pairwise constraints (COP,
517CVQE and CPLP) do not easily obtain their optimal solutions.

Fig. 3. Comparisons of different algorithms with positive labels.
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518 (b) For Positive-Label constraints, the proposed representa-
519 tion method can overcome a misalignment problem between
520 true class labels and cluster labels. The compared algorithms

521with label constraints (LP, NLP, CNMF and PLCC) directly
522compare the membership matrices of label constraints
523and clustering result, which does not fully consider the

Fig. 4. Comparisons of different algorithms with positive and negative labels.
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524 misalignment problem. (c) ForNegative-Label constraints, we
525 delete their uncertain constraints which affects the perfor-
526 mance of the PNLP algorithm.
527 Next, we test the performance of the proposed algo-
528 rithm with multi-source constraints. In the experiment,

529we first randomly select a set of 50%n pairwise con-
530straints (including 50 percent Must-Link and 50 percent
531Cannot-Link) and a set of 50%n label constraints includ-
532ing (50 percent Positive-Label and 50 percent Negative-
533Label) on each data set. Furthermore, we add a certain

Fig. 5. Comparisons of the SC-MPI algorithm with different proportions of noisy constraints.
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534 proportion of incorrect constraints to each of the given
535 sets of pairwise or label constraints. For each data set,
536 we assume the proportion of the incorrect constraints to
537 the number of constraints is 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 percent,
538 respectively. Given a proportion value, we make use of a
539 set of pairwise or label constraints on a data set to pro-
540 duce 5 different sets of constraints, each of which is
541 made up of the given set of constraints and a set of the
542 randomly produced incorrect constraints. Therefore, for
543 each data set, we produce 10 sets of constraints includ-
544 ing 5 sets of pairwise constraints and 5 sets of label con-
545 straints, according to the fixed proportion of incorrect
546 information. Fig. 5 presents the performance of the pro-
547 posed algorithm with the 10 constraint sets, compared to
548 the best performance of it with each of the pairwise con-
549 straint sets and each of the label constraint sets, in the
550 cases of different sizes of incorrect information. In the
551 figures, ‘SLCS’, ‘SPCS’ and ‘MCS’ denote the highest ARI
552 and NMI values of the proposed algorithm with one of
553 the five label constraint sets, the highest ARI and NMI
554 values of the proposed algorithm with one of the five
555 pairwise constraint sets, and the ARI and NMI values of
556 the proposed algorithm with the 10 constraint sets,
557 respectively. According to the figures, we see that the
558 incorrect information can reduce the clustering effective-
559 ness of the proposed algorithm. As the proportion of the
560 incorrect information increases, the ARI and NMI values
561 of the proposed algorithm decreases. We also observe
562 that the performance of the proposed algorithm with
563 multiple constraint sets are better than it with single con-
564 straint set. The experiment results tell us that the pro-
565 posed algorithm can integrate these constraints to reduce
566 the effect of incorrect information and enhance the
567 robustness of the clustering results.
568 Furthermore, we analyze the effect of the parameter a on
569 the performance of the proposed algorithm on 12 data sets,
570 as shown in Fig. 6. In the analysis, we consider the three
571 cases, i.e., the proposed algorithm with pairwise constraints
572 (including 50 percent Must-Link and 50 percent Cannot-
573 Link), with label constraints (50 percent Positive-Label and

57450 percent Negative-Label) and with mixed constraints
575(50 percent pairwise and 50 percent label constraints). We
576fix the overall number of constraints as 50%n where n is the
577number of objects on a data set. We test the proposed algo-
578rithm with a in the interval [0,2] and the step length of 0.25.
579According to these figures, we observe that the effects of the
580parameter a are different on these data sets. This indicates
581that it is difficult to select an appropriate a for the proposed
582algorithm on each data set. In order to further analyze the
583effect, we show the means of ARI and NMI for the proposed
584algorithm on all the tested data sets for each a in Fig. 6.
585According to the mean lines, we see that if a > 0, the aver-
586age performance of the proposed algorithm is relatively sta-
587ble. Thus, we can see that setting a ¼ 1 is not a bad choice
588and has very good interpretability.

5895 CONCLUSION

590In this paper, we propose a new semi-supervised clustering
591algorithm which can integrate multi-source constraints to
592guide clustering process. In the algorithm, we first present
593an uniform representation for different types of constraints,
594which converts constraints from each source into a pairwise
595relation matrix. Furthermore, we define an objective func-
596tion which includes two terms: evaluating the clustering
597validity and the consensus of all the sources of constraints.
598We provide its optimization solving method to minimize it.
599Extensive experiments demonstrate the proposed algorithm
600is very adaptable for different types of constraints, com-
601pared to other semi-supervised clustering algorithms.
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